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 1 D Maris Hotel    
 M a r M a r i s ,  T u r k e y 

If you are of the persuasion that big is never 
beautiful, then this is the hotel to change your 
mind. It’s vast and sprawls over five beaches. 
But it’s also hugely beautiful – cool marble 
public areas, chic shades and a spectacular 
location where the Med meets the Aegean. 
Then it has its own motor and sailing yachts 
which you can charter to take you off around 
the islands, as well as its own seaplane and 
private helicopter. Add to that a cinema, dive 
centre, four restaurants, seven bars and, of 
course, a ridiculously luxurious Espa spa, and 
holiday heaven has arrived. The beaches are 
all quite different apart from their allocation 
of the 250,000 tons of white Egyptian sand 
imported to make them even more pristine 
– one has a DJ, one is silent, one is for 
‘executives’ with cabanas to prove it, and there 
are two where children are allowed! Perish the 
thought that you might walk to one of them – 
a cable car will take you down from the hotel 
to the water’s edge while speed boats wait to 
race you to the nearest bit of sybaritic sun 
lounger. From there it is almost too much of 
an effort to tear yourself away and head for the 
spa. But then pampering awaits, and awaits 
in grandeur – marble plinths, Romanesque 

columns, expansive sun deck for relaxation, 
indoor and outdoor pool, ice fountain, glass 
walled sauna and seven treatment rooms…
not to mention a mouth-watering spa menu 
and a traditional Turkish Hammam. But its 
greatest asset is that the Datça Peninsula is 
said to have natural healing properties and 
the third highest concentration of oxygen in 
the world – this is the place for early morning 
breathing exercises! And because the area 
has a moisture rate of zero, it is also known to 
help rheumatism and asthma sufferers as well 
as those with poor circulation. All you need 
now is Espa’s Chakra Balancing Treatment 
for total wellbeing.  
Don’t miss  Exploring the area either with 
one of their tours of the coastline (stopping off 
in private coves and tiny villages) or taking a 

heli-tour with eyepopping views. 
Book it  Red Savannah offers three nights 
from £825, including flights. 01242 787803; 
redsavannah.com

short  
& sweet
Take a short flight for  
a deliciously pampering  
long weekend
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 3 Cliff House Hotel   
 C o  W a T e r f o r d ,  i r e l a n d 

With a glass wall stretching across the 25-metre pool 
room, couples’ treatment room and a relaxation area 
allowing uninterrupted views of endless pale blue sea, 
serenity is never far away here. When you’ve just indulged 
in an Anne Semonin massage followed by an ache-
busting seaweed peat bathing therapy in an outdoor 
tub, then it’s very close at hand. And if you spend the rest 
of your stay at this scintillating seaside hotel exploring 
its beautiful and little visited surroundings, you may 
well achieve a perfect balance of exhilaration and 
mindful relaxation. As for the Michelin-starred food 
of Dutchman Martijn Kajuiter: befitting a man who’s 
written a cookbook called Let’s Go Disco, it rocks. 
Don’t miss  The Tasting Menu: eight courses including 
West Cork scallops, Bantry Bay organic salmon and 
Italian truffles, all ingeniously prepared.  
Book it  Doubles from £153. +353 24 87800; 
thecliffhousehotel.com

 2 les sourCes De CauDalie 
 B o r d e a u x ,  f r a n C e 

If you’ve heard that red wine can be good for you, then Bordeaux is 
a real tonic – and not just for quaffing the good stuff. Chateau Smith 
Haut Lafite makes outstanding wines that age beautifully, but its 
vineyards also hold secrets to looking and feeling young. As Mathilde 
Thomas, daughter of the chateau owners, grew up, she started to learn 
about the antioxidant properties of grapes. The pips contain active 
polyphenols, and using all this knowledge she created the French 
cosmetics brand Caudalie. Her home had a hot mineral spring too, la 
source, so the idea for a spa was born. Thomas developed a range of spa 
products and treatments using crushed pips, fresh grapes, grape-seed 
and grape-blossom oils, and arriving at the rustic wood-and-stone spa  
Vinotherapie Spa you could be forgiven for imagining you are on the 
film set of Manon des Sources. So romantic. 
Don’t miss  Relaxing in an outdoor ‘barrel bath’ surrounded by 
vines. You simply couldn’t be anywhere else but Bordeaux.
Book it  Doubles from €250, including breakfast.
+33 (0) 5 57 83 83 83, sources-caudalie.com

 4 HareM esCape  
 M a r r a k e C h ,  M o r o C C o 

Sandra Zwollo believes women need a guilt-free place to relax, where 
they can rejuvenate both mind and body. So she created a women-only 
retreat set in an extraordinary house, where quirky art and designer 
furniture combine with shaggy, Berber rugs and a life-sized model 
giraffe. It’s no ordinary spa either. There’s no clock-watching – a gong 
announces communal activities – and the dress code is kaftan and 
Moroccan slippers. The aim is to slow down, reflect and recharge. Daily 
meditation, yoga classes and beauty treatments all aid the process. As 
does dining al fresco on Tara Stevens’ healthy and delicious fare, which 
makes the most of seasonal, organic produce. And you’re free to do as 
much or as little as you like. And to add to the feel-good factor, 80 per 
cent of Harem’s profits are donated to a local charity.
Don’t miss  Being soaped and scrubbed in the hammam, emerging 
with baby-soft skin.
Book it  Three nights from £990, based on two people sharing, all-
inclusive, except flights. +212 672 091 886; harem-escape.com
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